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Zhai Yongm ingV'W om arT— W ith Special
A ttention to Its Intertextual Relations with
the Poetry o f Sylvia Plath

Jeanne Hong Zhang
Zhai Yongming is contemporary mainland China’s first
radically Experimental woman poet and the first such poet
whose poetic practice pinpoints an acute gender
consciousness.1 Her name is associated with the emergence of
a discourse on ''womens poetry" (nuxing shige) in the wake of
the official publication of her poem-series “Woman” （
NGren).1
2
The bulk of her early poetry, i.e.，“Woman” （
originally 1984),
“Jing’an Village” （
Jing’an zhuang，1985) and “Life in the World”
(Rensheng zaishi，1986)，is recognized as “confessional,”
comparable to that of the American confessional poetry group
(Yeh 1992: 396). Both in practice and by Zhai’s own account, her
poetry written before "The Cafe Song" (Kafei guan zhi ge, 1993)
has been influenced by the confessional style of the American
poet Sylvia Plath (Zhai 1997a: 214).
In accordance with Harold Bloom’s formulation of “the
anxiety of influence,” I will put the poem-series “Woman” in an
1According to Michfelle Yeh, Experimental poetry, in the Chinese
context, denotes a literary-historical category rather than stylistic
features of literary text&or the writing process, (see Yeh 1992).
2 I define “discourse” as a mode of linguistic production and
reception covering “primary” and “secondary” texts. Women’s poetry
may seem to be a self-evident hermeneutic category. In fact, it is not.
Definitions of women's poetry diverge in Chinese scholarship and
criticism. In a broad sense, it is an all-inclusive categorization of texts
according to the author’s biological sex—not including, for instance,
male-authored poetry addressed to women, about women, or with
feminine attributes. In a narrow sense, it categorizes exclusively
feminist poetry (see Lu 1999; Tang 1987; Chen 1996: 120-35).
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intertextual perspective so as to study how Zhai tackles her
borrowings，notably certain themes and images, from Plath’s
poetry. Above and beyond the identification of influence and
reception, special attention will be given to how Zhai’s textual
strategies allow her to depart from her role model.
Intertextuality is an age-old phenomenon, but the term
itself is a recent coinage by Julia Kristeva in line with French
post-structuralism. According to this notion, originality in the
abstract does not exist, and a work of literature is always related
to other texts, literary or non-literary. It draws our attention to the
question of how texts are constituted in a generally
overpopulated literary environment. However, intertextuality
means more than making reference to other texts. Intertextuality
opens up the boundary of a text and situates it in a textual web,
thus relativizing its homogeneity, particularity and uniqueness.
Controversial as the interpretation and application of the
term appear to be, critics from different literary schools concede
that a text may be viewed as a “mosaic of quotations” or the
^absorption and transformation of another te xf (Kristeva 1986:
37). Kristeva herself is not interested in the question how a text
absorbs and transforms other texts, nor does she account for
how specific texts (including social contexts) are chosen for
“absorption” and “transform ation■” Her contribution to the
scholarship on intertextuality is “not so much her reading of
particular poets, or even of particular poetic genealogies, as her
formulation of a theory of the subject and language” （
Worton and
Still 1990: 17).
Applied intertextuality has been well under way since the
1970s, in a relatively pragmatic, mainly intra-literary fashion.
Practitioners include Bloom, Genette, Riffaterre, Plett and
others. These critics are generally fascinated by the post
structuralist notion of intertextuality, but cannot comply with its
abstract, indeterminate nature, nor are they content with mere
speculations about text and textuality. Their scholarship is mainly
intended to make the concept of intertextuality more concrete
and more operational.
Though Bloom has never used the term itself in his major
works, such as The Anxiety of Influence (1973) and A Map of
Misreading (1975), he articulates an explicit intertextual stance:
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Antithetical criticism must begin by denying both tautology and
reduction, a denial best delivered by the assertion that the
meaning of a poem can only be a poem, but another poem—a
poem not itself. And not a poem chosen with total arbitrariness,
but any central poem by an indubitable precursor [father], even if
the ephebe [son] never read that poem. Source study is wholly
irrelevant here; we are dealing with primal words, but antithetic
meanings, and an ephebe's best misinterpretation may well be
of poems he has never read. (Bloom 1973: 70)

Bloom’s critical model is structured upon the Freudian theory of
the Oedipus complex, narrating how the son competes with the
father for the mother’s love, and eventually wishes to kill the
father. Bloom writes of the "poetic father'1 as authoritative and
immortal, because all later poets simply arrive too late to
“murder” him or to overthrow him. Bloom recognizes Milton as
such a poetic father. All the Romantic poets (canonical male
figures) after him cannot rid their work of explicit or implicit
references to Milton's poetry.
Three points regarding Bloom's intertextual approach merit
our attention. First, a text is always intersected and criss-crossed
by other texts; the meaning of a text is necessarily determined
by other texts. Second, poetry writing is a misreading of works
by precursors, modeled on the son's conflict with the father in
Freudian terms. Third, Bloom departs from traditional source
study by insisting on the rewriting of previous poems rather than
on the authority of the* influencers. Bloom's concern is not with
what precursors have* actually said but what successors read
into precursors’ poetry. To be specific, what matters to Bloom is
how successors adapt, assimilate, revise, alter and reshape
precursors1poetry.
The combination of a rhetorical and a psychological
approach to intertextuality is Bloom’s particular contribution to
contemporary literary theory’s movement beyond the study of
literary texts as if they, in an isolated context, contained a core of
meaning (Allen 2000: 136). Bloom (1973) interprets the writing
process as a psychological warfare between poets resulting
from a dual anxiety: the desire to imitate the central figures of
previous poetry, and the desire to be original. As regards the
poet’s m otivation，Bloom introduces a new mechanism of
intertextuality, that of looking back to the past, in search of role
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models or precursors. In this way, he brings back the subject
(writing or speaking) to the intertextual landscape. This
insistence on the centrality of the author distances Bloom from
mainstream intertextual studies marked by their effacement of
the author.
Bloom ’s approach can accom m odate the fem inist
assertion of gender differentiation in writing, but only works ifin a
negative sense” for women’s writing (Kolodny 1986). Feminist
scholars and critics agree that motivation generates writing, but
they propose the counter-argument that the Oedipal struggle in
literary expression phrased by Bloom ig irrelevant to women
authors’ experience and motivation. Challenging 巳loom’s
canonization of an all-male pantheon, Ahnette Kolodny draws
critical attention to “poet-mothers” and an “other tradition,” in
which women influence women (1986: 59-60).
In The Madwoman in the Attic, a canonical Western
feminist critique of nineteenth-century women's writing, Gilbert
and Gubar show that different modes of influence/intertextuality
work in men's writing and women's writing. Questioning Bloom's
“anxiety of influence，
” the two feminist scholars reiterate that an
“anxiety of authorship” can be used to understand women’s
writing, because women authors are haunted by a radical fear of
creative impotency and of their failure to become precursors
themselves (Gilbert and Gubar 1979: 49; cf. Allen 2000: 14647). The mode of intertextuality envisioned by Gilbert and Gubar
is limited to authors within a specific tradition, that is, a female
tradition. Nevertheless, women authors write within literary
conventions, and hence cannot avoid referring to the alreadysaid and the already-written by male authors. In more prudent
terms, Elaine Showalter argues that a desirable female literary
tradition subsumes “intertextual relations between women
writers, and between women and menH(1990: 189).
The relationship of women authors to their own culture and
history often leads to a negotiation of cultural alternatives, a
creative reception of or resistance to societal and historical
gender expectations, and a poetic revision of female identity.
The insistence on gender differentiation disrupts the post
structuralist idea that writing and reading are the products of
writing and textuality themselves (Allen 2000: 156-57). Owing to
the dissatisfaction with the anonymity or “death” of the author,
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feminist scholars and critics contend that writing and reading are
experienced and produced by the gendered subject who writes
and reads. If the male author is overburdened with the self, the
female author, nevertheless, still seeks to discover or to define a
selfhood that has not been imposed on her or constructed by
others. In her book Subject to Change, Nancy Miller argues:
The postmodernist decision that the Author is Dead and the
subject along with him does not, I will argue, necessarily hold for
women, and prematurely forecloses the question of agency for
them. Because women have not had the same historical relation
of identity to origin, institution, production that men have had,
they have not, I think, (collectively) felt burdened by too much
Self, Ego, Cogito, etc. Because the female subject has juridically
been excluded from the polis, hence decentered, “disoriginated,”
deinstitutionalized, etc., her relation to integrity and textuality,
desire and authority, displays structurally important differences
from that universal position. (Miller 1988: 106)

•

Miller’s argument points out a fundamental difference between
male authorship and female authorship on account of their
relation to discourse, authority and meaning. It seems to me that
the study of women's writing allows us to reconsider the
problems of writing, authorship, subjectivity and sexual identity
in specific ways. Women authors employ mother or father
figures from pre-texts either to claim a certain legitimacy for their
writing or to challenge the legitimacy of dominant tradition and
culture. Women authcjrs suffer from a dual anxiety of influence
and authorship, because their search for self-identity is
actualized in and through writing, a profession that has long
been male-dominated in various cultural-linguistic traditions.

The Contexts
Zhai Yongming (b. 1952) is from Chengdu, Sichuan
province. She belongs to the younger generation of Chinese
poets whose work has been collectively labelled as Postobscure/Newborn Generation (hou menglong/xinsheng dai)
poetry, as opposed to the “Obscure” （
meng/ong) Group—the first
Experimental literary movement after a domination of socialist
realism for about four decades in the PRC (Yeh 1992; Hong and
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Liu 1993: 401-17).3 Both encouraged and haunted by the
groundbreaking achievements of the Obscure poets, these
younger poets were eager to look for new dimensions in their
poetic experiments with subject matter, poetic technique and
language. The mid-1980s saw a most exciting, often perplexing
period in the development of Chinese Experimental poetry, with
various poetic movements in different parts of China, such as
the colloquialism advocated by Tamen (an influential unofficial
poetry journalin Nanjing), the “Nay Nay-Ism” （
fe/fe/
of a
group of Sichuan poets and the neo-classicism (xin gudian
zhuyi) of certain Beijing circles.4
»
Under these historical conditions, yvomen poets, like Zhai
Yongming, Wang Xiaoni (b. 1955), Lu Vimin (b. 1962), Zhang
Zhen (b. 1963) and Tang Yaping (b. 1964), contributed to the
“Babel” of Chinese Experimental poetry with a female voice that
in no way resembles that of Shu Ting, the distinguished Obscure
poet whose “simple” and “direct” poetry, with its focus on
individual emotions, caused a considerable stir in a highly
po liticized cultural atm osphere created by the C ultural
Revolution (Hung 1994: 8). These post-Obscure women poets
concerned themselves with the exploration of the emotional and
psychological world of the female individual by resorting to
unconventional subject matter and startling imagery. Their most
3 It is generally believed that ^socialist realism," a term borrowed
from Soviet literary theory and criticism, was first presented by Mao
Zedong at the Yan’an Forum on Literature and Art in 1942. As a
matter of fact, Mao then spoke of “proletarian realism，
’’ a term which in
later editions of the Yan’an Talks of the 1950s was changed into
"socialist realism.15 The full-fledged practice of socialist realism in
literature and art was under way in the 1950s, propelled by its major
proponent Zhou Yang. The resultant literature was political in nature;
literary subject matter was invariably bound up with political concerns
of all kinds.
4 Post-Obscure poets were particularly fond of labeling their
creative writing, and the mid-1980s witnessed a boom of “isms” in
Chinese poetry circles. Other well-known schools include llneoimpressionism” （
x/>? y/V?x/artg z/7uy/)，“boor-ism” （
mangrta/i z/?wy/)，
''stream of life), (shenghuo liu), ^stream of consciousness" (yishi liu),
etc.
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influential poems came out in the mid-1980s, such as Zhai's
“Woman” and “Jing’an Village，
” Lu Yimin’s “American WomerVs
Magazine” （
Meiguo fund zazhi，1984)，and Tang Yaping’s “Black
美國婦女雜誌
Desert” （
Heise shamo, 1985). These poems “show an obsession
黑色沙漠
with the dark side of the human psyche, manifest in loneliness,
ennui, anger, paranoia, despair, and above all, death" (Yeh
1992: 395).
Zhai’s status as a most distinguished contemporary
woman poet was first built upon the official publication of
"Woman" in Poetry News (Shige bao) in 1986, accompanied by
詩歌報
a manifesto-like article entitled ■'Night Consciousness" {Heiye
黑夜意識
yishi), as well as in the authoritative, nation-wide journal Poetry
(S/?/7can).5 Her reputation was further consolidated by a review
詩干ij
article written by the leading poetry
critic Tang Xiaodu in which he views
the appearance of “Woman” as a
breakthrough in Chinese women’s
poetry
outdoing
the
many
theoretical claim s and creative
efforts in women’s literature since
the New Cultural Movement of the
1910s and 1920s (Tang 1987).
Afterwards，“Woman” became not
only an automatic inclusion in all the
major poetry anthologies covering
Front cover of American Confessional
the late 1980s and after, but also a
Poetry: A Selection
touchstone in the creative writing of
Chinese women poets'.
“Woman” consists of four sections，each of which is
composed of four dr five separate, indeed autonomous poems,
5
Zhai^ poetry made its debut in underground and unofficial
circuits. “Woman” was first mimeographed in 20 copies. Its “official
breakthrough” came when the two leading Chinese poetry journals
Shikari and Shige bao published some poems from the series in 1986.
Later the series was included in various collections of Zhai’s poetry，
e.g. Nuren (published by Lijiang chubanshe in 1986), Zai yiqie meigui
在一切玫瑰之上
zhi shang (by Shenyang chubanshe in 1989), Zhai Yongming shiji (by
Chengdu chubanshe in 1994) and Cheng zhi wei yiqie (by Chunfeng
wenyi chubanshe in 1997)_ Some poems from “Woman” are favored by
anthologists in China and abroad, e.g., Michelle Yeh.
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but displays clear thematic and stylistic consistency. It was
originally a twenty-poem series. In 1994 the poem “Longing”
(Chongjing) was taken out of the book Collected Poems ofZhai
Yongming (Zhai Yongmirtg shiji), but added to the 1997
collection entitled Call It Everything (Cheng zhi wei yigie) (Zhai
1997a)_ “Woman” exhibits a coherent structure，advancing from
“Presentiment” （
Yugan) through to “End” （
Jieshu). An overview
of "Woman" gives the impression that the ppem-series portrays
women’s innermost, “darkest” consciousness by means of dense
black imagery, carefully contrived metaphors and structural
coherence. In retrospect, Zhai claimed that it “provided an outset
for the continuity of my creative writing at a time when I was
confronted with a changing and splitting inner world" (1997b:
229).
In the collection Call It Everything, a quotation from Plath's
poem “Fever 103。
”一“Your body / Hurts me as the world hurts
God” （
Plath 1965: 59)—is added as an epigraph beneath the
title.6 It seems that Zhai then felt less uneasy about Plath’s
impact as she had confided to a poetry critic: T o r a time I was
hesitant to use the first-person speaker because I did not want
to be considered an imitator of Plath" (Zhou 1998: 128). On the
basis of textual comparison, I assume that Zhai’s exposure to
PlatIVs poetry triggered a sudden burst of creativity and caused
her to compose a poem-series that differs radically in style and
substance from her earlier poems collected in a Sichuan-based
unofficial poetry anthology called Second-growth Forest
(Cisheng lin).7 The tone of her speaker is no longer naive, quiet
and optimistic, as in: "Last night I had an idea / The theme is
hope and harvest” （
“Last Night 丨Had an Idea” [Zuoye wo you
yige gousi], 1982).
In addition to the two-line quotation, another poem in
“Woman” contains an explicit reference to Plath, though she is
not mentioned by name. In the poem “Silence” （
Chenmo) Zhai
refers to Plath’s first suicide attempt at the age of twenty and to
6 For reference to its Chinese translation, “Gaoshao 103。
,” see
Zhao and Dao (1987: 58-61).
7 The anthology is held in Professor Van Crevel’s personal
archives. I thank him for letting me consult his archives, unique outside
China.
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her Devon home surrounded by “bright and poisonous black
poppies” （
1997a: 25-26)_ At the end of the poem, Zhai
announces her admiration for the American poet:
How did she master this art? She died
But left no trace, like a happy October glance
Full of confidence and glamour, yet suddenly falling silent
With her two eyes eternally open, gazing upon the sky
(Zhai，
“ Silence，
” II. 21-24)8

Zhai is not the only Chinese poet who admires Plath’s work and
has paid tribute to this “mythologized” American woman poet.
The two aforementioned women poets Lu Yimin and Tang
Yaping have acknowledged the influence of Plath. During an
interview in early 2001, the poetry critic Cui Weiping commented
on the cult role Plath assumed in Chinese poetry circles in the
mid-1980s:

崔衛平

Plath’s poetry had a sweeping impact on Chinese poets who
were still in a hurry to divest themselves of an ideological armor.
The direct expression of personal life and experience rocked
unofficial poetry circles. Chinese poets learnt from Plath that
death is the last personal belonging, since one can decide for
himself/herself how to live and how to die. In their attempts to
break with a monolithic ideology, death (mostly symbolic) is an
access route to .the realization of an integrated and independent
self.9

Early translations of P la th ^ poetry were scattered in
mimeographed copies in unofficial poetry journals in the 1980s,
when all sorts of underground and unofficial poetry journals
played an active role in introducing foreign poetry to China.
However, unofficial publications of Plath-in-Chinese have, largely
and unfortunately, been lost or become impossible to trace down
8 I am responsible for all the translations in this essay. The
poetry excerpts are taken from Zhai (1997a).
9 This was mentioned in an interview I conducted in Beijing
supported by the Research School CNWS of Leiden University. In
February 2001, I interviewed four influential poetry critics: Tang Xiaodu,
Wu Sijing, Cui Weiping, and Zhou Zan.
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systematically. The only such source I have hitherto been able to
locate is the unofficial poetry journal called Modern Poetry
Materials for Internal Circulation (Xiandai shi neibu jiaoliu kanwu,
1985).10
An interesting textual phenomenon I have spotted is that Yi
Lei, a poet from Tianjin, adapts the aforesaid lines—”Your body
/ Hurts me as the world hurts God"—in her famous poem "Winter
Jasmines” （
Yingchun hua). Yi writes: “Winter jasmines, you are
as pure and fresh / As my body / Obsolete hands touch you like
blaspheming God." Evidently, Yi raises a subversive voice by
changing the verb Uh u rf (shanghai) in the original text into
^blaspheme" (xiedu). It can be argued here that, to a certain
extent, contemporary Chinese women poets do share common
textual sources and stylistic preferences. Plath's powerful poetry
provides a significant frame of reference for these poets who
seek after a fresh poetic language speaking to their womanhood
and sexuality.

Night, Mirror and Stone
The thread through “Woman” is not hard to follow. The
arrangement of the 20 poems allows them to be read as a
carefully woven text about womanhood, subjectivity and female
creativity. In view of its intertextuality, ^Woman" is not a selfreferential and closed entity. Its textuality is partly determined by
its absorption and transformation of earlier texts, especially the
poetry of Plath, who is invoked as an empowering and
manipulating precursor. The intertextual link first and foremost is
manifested in the two poets’ preference for certain imagery.
The narrative of “Woman” takes place at night, a setting
that creates a dark, oppressive, and mythic atmosphere. In
"Presentiment," the first poem of the whole series, Zhai deploys
a chain of awesome and desolate images: “a corpse-like
mountain range，
” “darkness,” “the heartbeat of nearby shrubs,”
“aging footsteps,” “knowing dreams” and “moments that forget to
bloom.H Here are the first two stanzas:
The woman in a black skirt comes at night
Her secret glance exhausts me
I suddenly remember that in this season all fishes may die
And all roads pass through the traces left by flying birds
The journal is also held in Van Crevel's personal archives.
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A corpse-like mountain range is dragged by the darkness
The heartbeat of nearby shrubs is faintly audible
Those giant birds glare down at me from the sky
With human eyes
A savage, secretive atmosphere
In winter, a cruel and masculine consciousness fluctuates
(Zhai, “Presentiment,” II. 1-10)

In the poem, a woman in black is the only companion for the Ispeaker who sets out on a night journey, but this mysterious,
speechless lady is so powerful that her secret glance can
exhaust all the energy of the l-narrator. The world presented
before the reader is more allegorical than phenomenal. But who
is this ambiguous third-person female protagonist? Is she a
mother figure, the poet herself, or a goddess of fate? Is her
appearance coincidental or an implicit reference? She is a
powerful woman in “Presentiment”
；she again, dad in black，
moves into a castle haunted by the croaking of the night crow in
“Night Scene” （
Yejing); she makes her home with black poppies
and can master the art of death in “Silence.” If “Silence” （
as
discussed earlier) is a salute to Plath, could it be possible that
the two other poems also invoke Plath as an eyewitness of the
speaker’s journey and as an empowering precursor who has
experienced a similar spiritual pilgrimage? If so, does Zhai suffer
from an “anxiety of influence” because her quest of the self is
fused with a psychological warfare with the strong poet who is
both an inspiration ahd a hindrance? Does she feel bound by the
dominance of P lath’s words when she acknowledges in
“Silence”一”… often I gloomily / Try to fathom her gestures，but
in vain” ？
Night provides a dominant background for “Woman” in
spite of the poem's occasional diversions into day and dusk.
Associated images include night birds, black spiders, crows,
black cats, bats, black dreams, black berries, black poppies and
the moon. Black images are symptomatic of the majority of
poems in P lath’s iAr/e/, for instance，“A rie l，
” “ Edge” and
“Confusion,” all already well-known in China. Let us place Zhai’s
“Edge” （
Bianyuan) (1997a: 18-19) alongside Plath’s “Edge”
(1965: 85) to see how the two poets set the black keynote of
their respective works:

夜境

邊綠
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… your head
Leans on his knees, just like
Water on its own rock
Now you think the infinitely lonesome moment
Will transform into grapes, turning transparent when necessary
Breaking when necessary
The blind pond intends to see through the night, and the moon is
like
1 *
The cat’s eye, I am neither happy nor sad
Standing against the dead bars, staring^at you
I want to tell you no one will block the nijght
Darkness has entered into this edge
(Zhai, “Edge,” 丨
丨
.21-25)
The moon has nothing to be sad about,
Staring from her hood of bone
She is used to this sort of thing.
Her blacks crackle and drag.
(Plath，
“Edge，
” 11.17-20)

紙上建築

The namesake titles are not at all coincidental. In her prose work
Buildings on Paper {Zhi shang jianzhu), Zhai remembers that
she got to know a few of Plath’s poems through her personal
friends in Chengdu (1997b: 227). She started composing
“Woman” during her long-term hospitalization in the early 1980s_
Then，she was often thrilled at the following lines from Plath’s
poem “Edge”
：
The woman is perfected
Her dead
Body wears the smile of accomplishment. . .
(Plath，
“Edge，
，
’ll.1-3)

島子
趙瓊
愛麗爾
乞丐女士

Most probably, Zhai Yongming was exposed to the translated
poetry of Plath. In January 1985, four poems translated by Dao
Zi and Zhao Qiong were collected in the aforesaid Modern
Poetry Materials for Internal Circulation from Chengdu, then an
important base for underground poetry. The four poems are
“Ariel” （
Aili’er), “Lady Lazarus” （
Qigai niishi), “Edge” （
Bianyuan)
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Four poems by Sylvia Plath translated into Chinese.
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and “Contusion” （
Anshang), accompanied by a brief introduction
to Plath's poetry and that of the American confessional school.
These four poems were polished and reproduced in the official
publication Selected Poems o f the American Confessional
School (Meiguo zibai pai shixuan) in 1987.
In point of fact, the setting of the two above-cited poems is
akin: on a moonlit night both the l-speaker in Zhai’s poem and
the third person female protagonist in Plath’s “Edge” seem to be
in an apathetic state of mind. On a fuller reading, Plath's tone is
that of deadly calmness, and her persona is a woman whose
dead body "wears the smile of accomplishment." Emotion and
hope are extinguished. The speaker, deprived of hope, has
grown “used to this sort of thing.” The edge Plath confronts is
the brink of life, beyond which lies a world of stasis and
darkness. On the contrary, Zhai’s persona，though pretending to
be indifferent, actually suffers from what she sees and feels
about the scene in which the you-protagonist (obviously female)
leans her head on a man’s knees at an “infinitely lonesome
moment■” The “edge” in Zhai’s poem is suggestive of the
borderline between self and other, or between self and the world
at large.
Whether derivative or not, “Woman” reveals a strong “night
consciousness" (Zhai 1993).1
11What Zhai does in many poems is
to search for an autonomous world away from the peeping eye
of the sun. At times, this awareness is expressed in plain
terms—"I create night to save humankind from disasters"
(“World” [Shijie]); at other Wmes，it is represented by highly
mystic and symbolic imagery like the cave, the hole and the dark
house. In both cases, the world is perceived from a female
angle, since the imagist construction is clearly associated with
female physicality and psychology. Let’s read the following lines
from Zhai’s “Abandoned House” （
Huangwu):
I often pass by there
In every a门
xious posture
I have always felt weak in the dusk
1_ Zhai’s article “Night Consciousness” was first published in
Shige bao in 1986. The version I refer to is the one reproduced in Zhai
(1993).
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That abandoned house shuts its eyes tight
I stand there gazing
And watching the daylight's agonized rays moving away from its
body
Its proud days are still buried in dust and motionless
Just as it is an abandoned house
I am myself
(Zhai, “Abandoned House,” II. 4-9 & II. 22-24)

The abandoned house is lonesome but filled with antiques.
Despite its past glory, it rarely draws the worldJs attention. In the
second stanza, the house is also personified as a self-sufficient
subject who turns focus onto its own darkness with its eyes shut,
just like the searching, speculative and introspective narrator.
Zhai's narrator refuses to identify unconditionally with the house.
Instead, s/he seems to maintain a studied distance from it,
physically and psychologically. Though Zhai does not specify the
gender of the narrator, the dark house is akin to an essential
female organ, that is, the womb, and thus can be associated
with womanhood. This imagery of the house stems from a
gender consciousness traceable in Plath’s poem “Dark House”
(1967:81):
This is a dark house, very big.
I made it myself,
Cell by cell from a quiet corner...
,
(Plath, “Dark House，
” 11.1-3)

Plath's images of the dark house and the cell suggest the womb
as well as the baby-making process. The verb “make” reinforces
the subject position of the speaker as a life-giver, in apparent
contrast to the objectified baby placed in a dark, big guesthouse.
Nevertheless, Simone de Beauvoir points out that the pregnant
woman has the extraordinary experience of being both subject
and object (1972: 54). Even while she is absorbed in her own
subjectivity and isolation, she is intensely aware of being an
object—a house—for another subject, another independent
being which lives inside her (Brennan 1999: 57). This insight
enables the reader to see into the shaky subjectivity transpiring
from both Plath’s “Dark House” and Zhai’s “Abandoned House.”
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The narrator in “Woman” poses as an ambivalent “
卜
speaker" whose voice sways between self-affirmation, self
negation and self-realization. This speaker's subjectivity
gradually takes shape in the process of questioning and probing,
and even of self-tormenting. Relevant textual symptoms in
^Woman" include fain t sm iles, terror, muteness and a
representation of self as dissolving or deformed. In this context,
the mirror-related imagery is especially revealing. The mirror is
an image central to women's way of percpiving themselves and
the world. It is a recurrent and powerful image for Plath; it
gathers together a number of her central themes: her exploration
of the boundary between self and wocld, her struggle to be
reborn into a transformed world, her concern with what is true
and what is false, what is real and what is unreal, her interest in
the process of perception and creation, her self-consciousness,
and above all, her ambivalence (Annas 1988: 2). One example
is her “Gulliver” （
1965: 42):
. . . Floated on a glass that was invisible.
Unlike swans,

Havi门
g门
o rofl0ctio门
s
(Plath，
“Gulliver,” 丨
丨
_4-6)

In the poem, glass-like water is described as an “invisible” entity
that has lost its reflective quality. Rather than a means to selfknowledge, the m irror becomes a (ttricky, untrustworthy,
confusing, alternately rigid and insubstantial boundary between
self and world, self and self (Annas 1988: 3). It is partly through
the perception and contemplation of the mirror that Plath’s
speaker inquires and revises her subjectivity, alb eit in
unspecified terms.
^Woman" is shot through with a similar obsession with the
mirror image. ZhaTs lyrical speaker seeks continually to be seen
in mirrors, in water, in the eyes, in dewdrops and on stones. She
constantly seeks reflections. Often, however, she finds nothing
but an illusive gaze. The mirror image is neither genuine nor
creative; it just returns a reverse image to the gazer standing in
front of it. In the poem “Longing” Zhai (1997a: 13-14) writes:
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Where do I appear? Cannot recognize in the water
My face, people pass by one after another
As summers rise and fall in their turn
Imitating this noiseless terror
My love, I expand my sense like dewdrops do
And the entire sky is sneering down
No woman can escape it
I have grown used to practicing the smiling of the moon at night
Wherever I am, because I am
A clod of earth longed by the nightmare
I am so small, dependent on you
But one day my dimensions
Will merge with the shadows in the sky, and you will be
astounded
(Zhai，
“Longing，
” II. 1-10 & ll_ 20-22)

If the mirror-image itself is not innovative, the originality of Zhai^
poem resides in its careful construction of the formal fabric of the
poem: the repetitive movement of faceless and voiceless
bystanders and of rising and falling summers echoes the
monotony and ruthlessness of the mirror pattern as well as a
threat felt by the self. When there is no escape from the
threatening existence of water, crowds, time and the sky, the
female speaker in Zhai’s “Longing” learns to smile in the manner
of the moon，something described as “beautiful，but annihilating”
by Plath in her poem “The Rival.” Zhai’s 卜speaker ends up in
assuming that her oWn dimensions "will one day overlap with the
shadow of the sky,^astounding you." This self-enlarging strategy
again claims kinship with the aforesaid poem “Fever 103。
”
：
Does not my heat astound you. And my light.
All by myself I am a huge camellia
Glowing and coming and going, flush on flush.I
I think I am going up,
I think I may rise一
The beads of hot metal fly, and I, love, I
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Am a pure acetylene
Virgin
Attended by roses,
By kisses, by cherubim
By whatever these pink things mean.
Not you, nor him
Not him, nor him
(My selves dissolving, old whore petticoats)—
To Paradise.
(Plath, “Fever103°，
”丨
丨
_40-54)

Both Zhai’s “Longing” and Plath’s “Fever 103°’’ dramatize poetic
expression from a highly subjective point of view. Then，Zhai’s
“rationality” and “detachment” contrast with Plath’s “irrationality”
and “passion.” If Plath’s poem moves between love and hate，
ecstasy and distress, desire and fear, life struggle and death
wish，Zhai’s narration is constrained, and almost calculated,
without being emotionally disturbing.
In the poem “Night Scene” （
Yejing) Zhai (1997a: 12-13)
further associates the mirror image with the impossibility of selfknowledge on the part of women:
The legend continues to write—Now
She is standing in the mirror, astounded
Seeing herself and the opened book on the balcony
The wind has been strong throughout the evening
One chinaberry sends out warning to the other
She walks upstairs carrying her skirt, and lifts the book
Without beginning, without end
But she feels all is very familiar, like reading herself
(Zhai，“Night Scene,” 11.16-23)

The narrator speaks behind the scenes with the voice of the
“she” protagonist who first experiences the metamorphosis into
a mirror image，and then feels like being a book “without
beginning, without end." Considering that the mirror image is not
the perceiver per se, we discern a desperate attempt to know
oneself (in this case obviously a she-viewer in the poem) and
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the mirror's manipulative power over her, despite the fact that
the viewer is actually dissolved into the mirror. This sense of
dissolution marks a fear of the loss of self-identity. What is left of
a book without beginning and end is only the middle, but the
middle alone cannot constitute a complete narrative. Here, let us
take one step further by questioning the book’s signature: Is its
author male or female? In all probability, the anonymous author
is fem ale since the she-protagonist identifies with this
incomplete narrative, revealing the same deprivation as the
mirror image. Meanwhile, the equation of the female self with an
incomplete narrative implies as much fragmentation within the
writing subject as the possibility for rewriting and re-interpreting.
The poem thus expresses a dual anxiety—of authorship and of
identity: Woman is both inside and outside the narrative; the
quest for self-identity conjoins with the act of reading (in
appearance) and of writing (in essence). In her pursuit of a new
subjectivity and of an authorial control over the text, the poet is
simultaneously confronted with her inability to configure the
narrative, as well as to safeguard its meanings.
Zhai's speaker is ambivalent towards the mirror-related
imagery. The two seemingly contradictory strains—fear of the
mirror and fascination with it—come together in the process of
contemplation over its multi-faceted nature. The face in the
mirror is ever changing: it is now the poet herself, now a mother
figure, now a male figure, or even an abstract being; so is the
identity of the speaker, who attempts various transformations—
into inanimate things/notably, into a stone. Likewise, the mirror
and the stone coalesce in Plath’s poetry: the mirror exerts a
stony force to lock or dissolve the lyrical speaker; the stone's
shining surface mirrors a bleak mental state. Take Plates "The
Stones’，
（
1967: 86) and Zhai’s “An Instant” （
Shunjian) (1997a: 67), for example:
. . . I entered
The stomach of indifference, the wordless cupboard.
The mother of pestles diminished me.
I became a still pebble.
(Plath，“The Stones，
” II. 5-8)
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Facing this unfeeling stone
Then in this instant, I painfully feel
Its divinity unknown to humanity
On another night
I indifferently become its counterfeit
(Zhai, “An Instant,” II. 19-23)

臆想
獨白

钲明

The sense of oneself as inanimate and without identity is a
recurrent theme in Plath's poetry (Brennan,1999: 35). The dread
of being possessed by the other results in Plath's selfdetermined metamorphosis into a stone that cannot speak,
move, or feel. One turns oneself into a stone so that one will not
be turned into a stone by someone elsfe. This fusion of the
perceiver with the perceived leaves an indelible mark on Zhai’s
poetry. In a similar fashion, Zhai looks for external counterparts
to reflect her psychic life. All of nature exists as a vehicle for her
senses and sensibility: she disguises as “a speck of dust,”
watching “time murdering the order of humankind” （
“Conjecture”
[Yixiang]); she is “a rhapsody full of the charm of the abyss”
（
“Soliloquy” [Dubai】
). On the other hand, Zhai always keeps the
perceived at distance. If the late Plath has “stone-eyes” and “a
rock mind/' Zhai never feels comfortable about being completely
subdued into a blank pattern.
Plath attributes divinity to the stone in “Lorelei.” In most
cases, however, she interprets this omnipresent image as a sign
of emptiness, nothingness and death. Zhai’s affinity with the
stone image surfaces throughout “Woman■” Notably, Zhai
elevates the stone to a metaphysical status, alongside with the
sky and the m ysterious hand, all of which sym bolize a
supernatural power above the mundane order, thus creating an
air of “fatalism” and “mysticism” （
cf_ Tang 1987; Li 1994)，as in
“Testimony” （
Zhengming):I
I am a limitless woman
My eyes have once become the amber
Deep into my heart, making them more inviolable
I tolerate a destination, and still shadows of my heart
Project onto the stone all the night, so as to testify
The sky’s stillness is not at all man-made
(Zhai, “Testimony，
，
，
11.13-18)
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In the face of these controlling forces，Zhai’s strategy is to
“endure silently” and “sneeze quietly.” Plath also names herself
“a smiling woman” in “Lady Lazarus，
” but her smiles are often
hard-edged and impenetrable.12 By contrast，
Zhai’s smiles signify
tenderness, gentleness, tolerance and resistance— a
demonstration of “the oriental dialectics that the soft can
conquer the tough” （
Tang 1987: 59).

以柔克剛的東方
辯證法

Childbirth and Female Creativity
Zhai’s extensive use of the childbirth metaphor reflects a
fascination with the potential link between artistic creativity and
human procreativity. When taking sexual identity into account, I
believe that women authors understand and enact the
metaphor—which proposes that literary activity is analogous to
gestation and birth—in a different way than do male authors.
Writing women have a strong inclination to link creation to
motherhood, and womanhood to productivity. Sandra Gilbert
makes a fascinating study of the relationship between the
"creative self and the "maternal se lf with regard to Plath's Ariel
poems in her essay entitled "A Fine, White Flying Myth: The
Life/Work of Sylvia PlathH (Gilbert 1979). Through exploring
metaphors of maternity and creation, Gilbert suggests that the
creative self is, to a significant degree, determined through the
maternal self in Plath’s poetry.
Zhai's (IEnd" explores likewise a metaphorical form of
female creativity experienced as a painful wounding in childbirth
and as the inconcliisiveness of childrearing. In the opening
stanza, Zhai (1997a: 27) asks:
' «
What then after it is done? On that day
I raise the baby in the air, then return
To the original centre, like a tree
Blood gushes out of the earth, raising me high
Now I open my brand-new eyes
And skyward, heave a sigh: what then after it is done?
(Zhai, “End，
，
，
II. 1-6)
12,lLady Lazarus'" was first rendered as Qigai nushi in Xiandai shi
neibu jiaoliu kanwu, but re-titled Lazalesi nushi in Meiguo zibai pai
shixuan (see Zhao and Dao 1987: 53-57).

拉扎勒斯女士
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The birth of the baby bears dual references to the completion of
the poem-series and to the newly born woman with “brand-new
eyes," or to put it differently, to the finished product and to the
accom plished subjectivity. Becoming a woman poet is
understood through the metaphor of birth and delivery, as if
writing were born from the embrace between living a body of
one’s own and thinking it out (Jouve 1990). The analogy marks a
genealogy with Plath, since making babies and making poems
are persistently related metaphors in Plath's poems, for
example, “You’re” and “Stillborn” （
Van Dyne*1993: 144). What is
particularly revealing here, given the metaphorical maternity in
Zhai’s “End,” is how the Chinese woman poet turns the entire
poem into a metaphor favored by Plath.
4
The blood imagery is associated with a tree and the earth.
The former symbolizes vitality, and the latter the life-giving force.
Just as the tree absorbs w ater and nutrition through its
underground roots, the poefs creativity comes from inside her
body, from the circulation of her blood. The body itself
constitutes a mine of creativity which the poet draws on. The
image of the earth runs parallel to the aforementioned images
with a divine overtone: the sky, the hand and the stone. Zhai
speaks out like a mysterious woman prophet with a sphinx-like
air in the poem-series. Read in connection, all these mysterious
images capture the theme of the new birth of woman. In an
earlier poem called “Soliloquy” from “Woman,” for example，Zhai
(1997a: 16-17) declares:
I, a rhapsody full of the charm of the abyss
Was born perchance by you. Earth and sky
United in one, you call me woman
And strengthen my body
(Zhai, ^Soliloquy；II. 1-4)

陰 陽

Zhai rewrites the creation of the first earthly woman Eve in
Western culture. The woman depicted in her poem is a mixed
product of "earth and sky/5 the combination of yin and yang
elements in Chinese traditional cosmology. All aspects of life
participate in the endless cycle of yin and yang and can be
defined in terms of their dynamic interaction: Heaven (naturally
tending upward) is yang, and earth (naturally tending downward)
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yin] the sun is yang, and the moon yin] day is yang, and night
yin; the sunny side of the mountain is yang, and the shady side
yin\ among human beings, men are yang, and women yin.
Zhai's reworking of the Western creation myth recurs in the
second stanza of the poem “End”
：
Look, do not turn your faces around
Seven days form a week and follow me
(Zhai，
“End,” ll_ 7-8)

The phrase "seven days" is reminiscent of the amount of time
Jahweh spent creating the world. It is known that God creates
Adam first and then Eve out of Adam’s spare rib. Man apparently
emerges before woman. Yet, in her reinterpretation of Genesis
1-3，Mieke Bal (1986) argues that the woman is the first to be
signified, but the man is the first to speak and to recognize
sexual differentiation. In line with Bal’s argument, Eve is defined
and differentiated by man and with reference to man; she is
rendered a speechless, objectified being. Yet, this newly born
woman in "Woman" emerges as a self-conscious speaking
subject—the “I” undergoing an allegorical birth after a long
tedious night journey in search for self-identity—despite the fact
that her articulation is imbued with tension and uncertainty.
One might expect the end of a spiritual journey to conclude
the poem-series. Zhai's T n d /' though a full stop to the poem
making process (comparable to the baby-making process), has
no finality about it. The poet keeps repeating tlWhat then after it
is done?”一as if creating suspense and raising new questions
were a necessity before the genesis of the subject
is
completed. Such an Ending is just a beginning, which is opposed
to any form of closure. The tinning of the poem—winter—
dramatizes the opposition between beginning and end, motion
and stasis, hope and despair, life and death, because the winter
season simultaneously buries the old and cultivates the new.
The four stanzas of “End” are repetitive; the pace is slow;
the entire poem is structured around the aforesaid childbirth
metaphor. The monologic structure of the poem brings into focus
the poet's questioning of female creativity represented in both
biological and metaphorical terms: “what then after it is done?,”
“I do not know any more… “no one can answer… “I do not
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care any more.
and
.who can tell me.
Such self
questioning echoes a similar anxiety of womanhood, authorship
and influence that is m anifest in the opening poem
“Presentiment” and throughout the poem-series:
I do not care any more for my secret foetus
Which becomes more transparent like the wail in the tenth
month
You long forever for the end but forbear from speaking
A brainwave makes me attentively gaze" upon the direction of
night
•
For the whole winter I have been asking in low voice, and
mysteriously
Smiling, but who can tell me: What then after it is done?
(Zhai，
“End，
，
，
II. 19-24)

十月
十月懷胎

In the Chinese text, shiyue functions as a pun, referring both to
the tenth month of the year and to the gestational process
（
s/7/yue
The second layer of meaning gets lost in the
translation. As a woman poet, Zhai likens “making poems” to
“making babies”
：Both creation and procreation are fatiguing
tasks; both entail pain, sorrow and pleasure. For Zhai, the
creative process becomes virtually one intended for identity
construction, and it is marked by an intertwined anxiety as well
as by the eagerness to go beyond.

Conclusion
Virginia Woolf suggests in
Room of One’s Oi/i/r? that a
writing woman thinks back through her mothers, and that
Western women novelists in the nineteenth century “had no
tradition behind them, or one so short and partial that it was of
little help” （
1929: 79). This is even more true of Chinese women
authors (novelist and poets alike) writing after a four-decadelong political dominance over literature and art during the Maoist
regime. They have only the bare minimum of a female tradition
with which to identify in Chinese literary history, one that had
little more than societal, superficial regard for gender and related
issues. In the general atmosphere of (la renaissance in literature
and art'* (Yeh 1998: 188), Zhai happened to encounter a fresh,
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enlightening, powerful voice in American confessional poetry,
which she used and transformed to forge her individual poetics.
Zhai invokes Plath as her main precursor in creating
“W om an.” Informed yet “haunted” by P lath’s work, Zhai
introduces new meanings through her rewriting. Beyond the
anxiety of influence, Zhai generates an ingenuous piece of work,
a magic hybrid that “stems from particular and universal female
experiences, individual and collective fantasy, as well as
personal and historical creativity" (Tang 1997: 54). Once
created, it assumes a canonical place in contemporary women’s
poetry and opens up a new dimension for Chinese poetic
experiments.
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